EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

Cooperative Services
Implementing a thorough, proactive emergency preparedness strategy can make a significant difference in the days that follow a natural disaster. From hurricanes and tornadoes to fires, floods, earthquakes, and more, being prepared means ensuring the safety of students, faculty, and staff while limiting disruptions in operations.

E&I suppliers can help by offering products and solutions to ensure your institution is well prepared and ready to respond to a range of emergencies.

Visit our website at www.eandi.org/emergency-preparedness for a complete overview of the contracts and services listed in this brochure. For more information, contact your E&I Member Representative.
### Construction
- Alpha Building Corporation (JOC)*, CNR01440
- CORE Construction, CNR01441
- Gilbane Building Company, CNR01417
- HITT Contracting*, CNR01442
- Jamail & Smith Construction*, CNR01443
- Nouveau*, CNR01444

### Crisis Management
- HireRight, CNR01336
- Iron Mountain, CNR01432
- Legend Labs, CNR01489

### Data Security & Backup
- Carahsoft Technology Corp, EI00063
- CDW-G, CNR01402
- Columbia Advisory Group, CNR01469
- Connection ® Public Sector Solutions, CNR01469
- Iron Mountain, CNR01432
- IVCI LLC, EI00048
- SKC Communications, EI00049
- Strata Information Group, CNR01502

### Equipment Rentals
- Carrier, CNR01465
- Carrier Enterprise, CNR01463
- Sunbelt Rentals, CNR01437
- United Rentals, CNR01438

### Indoor Air Quality / Air Filtration Supplies & Services
- Filtration Concepts, CNR01464
- Pure Air Control Services, CNR01488
- Smith System®, EI00140
- Staples, CNR01373
- United Rentals, CNR01438

### Modular Buildings
- Aries Building Systems, CNR01523
- Mobile Modular, CNR01522
- Vesta Modular*, CNR01524

### MRO Supplies
- Batteries Plus Bulbs, CNR01505
- Grainger, CNR01496
- IM Supply, CNR01499
- Lowe’s, CNR01375

### Recovery/Cleanup Supplies & Services
- B&H Photo Video, CNR01341
- Batteries Plus Bulbs, CNR01505
- Ferguson, CNR01322
- Gilbane Building Company, CNR01417
- Grainger, CNR01496
- Guest Supply, EI00073
- Lowe’s, CNR01375
- Staples, CNR01373

### Roofing
- Tremco/WTI, EI00059
- Wayne’s Roofing*, EI00061

### Security Services
- Worldwide Sourcing Group, CNR01434

* Regional contract. Visit [www.eandi.org](http://www.eandi.org) for region restrictions.
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